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Counterfeit Concerns  

Careful Shopping & Research Are Required To Sidestep 
Potential Problems  

 Although buying used or refurbished equipment can be a great way to get good gear 
while keeping costs down, it can also be a treacherous experience thanks to 
counterfeiting. It’s been reported that fake chips, routers, network modules, and other 
hardware cost the IT industry as much as $100 billion per year, but there are ways to 
protect yourself and your company from getting bogus goods.  
 
Keep a close eye out.  Hardware equipment is especially at risk for counterfeiting, 
especially that with recognizable, higher-margin brand names. Because of the goodwill 
built up by those companies, counterfeiters don’t mind investing more money into making 
good fakes, according to Joyce Tang, a principal consultant with CompTIA Security+ 
(www.comptia.org). “It’s not as easy to spot these fakes, particularly if they’re branded as 
refurbished and packaged in generic boxes or bulk plastic casings instead of original 
packaging,” Tang says.  
 
For those that are branded as new and are in their original packaging, Tang says, pay 
close attention to the quality of the printing and check for spelling errors. Typos and poor 
printing quality should be a hint.  
 
Know who you’re dealing with. An-other reliable hedge against receiving counterfeit 
equipment is plain old legwork: Researching distributors and retailers can go a long way 
in keeping from getting burned.  
 
“Make sure you’re buying from a reputable company that’s been in business awhile,” 
says Joshua Levitt, managing director of UsedCisco.com. “That might seem obvious, but 
you’d be surprised at how many companies don’t do that bit of due diligence. Get 
references and make sure they stand behind their product, including warranties.”  
 
“Researching the reputation of the seller is [priority] No. 1,” agrees Rob Holmes, CEO of 
IPCybercrime.com. “Most companies that sell refurbished equipment have an eBay 
store. The nice thing about those is that they’re reputation-based. I’ve bought some 
refurb product for my business, and if a company has an eBay store, it gives you a 
chance to check out what customers think of them.”  
 
For the extra-cautious, however, steering clear of even a regulated but far from foolproof 
retail environment such as eBay might be worthwhile, says Levitt. “You can always 
report [counterfeit sales] to the authorities, but if you bought it on eBay or someplace 
similar, you’re buying at your own risk to an extent,” he says.  
 
Know the risks and recourses. Unfortunately for customers, in many cases there’s little 
recourse once a counterfeit component has been discovered, aside from junking it and 
being more careful next time. You can still request a refund from the vendor if the 
product’s bogus status is detected early enough; if the vendor is an honest seller that 
unwittingly got stuck with bad gear, they will sometimes take the loss to keep your 
business.  
 
However, says Tang, it may be months before you may run into mysterious stability 
issues and degraded performance from a counterfeit piece of equipment. “Often times, 
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Better Track Changes In Your Data Center
Monitor Changes In Networks, Servers & Software
August 13, 2010 . By John Brandon

Managing change in a data center requires a great deal of perseverance. After all, changes will come fast and furious, and every IT expert knows that 
managing this change can mean the difference between a smooth flowing operation and one that is reactionary, prone to failures, and always in a state of 
confusion.

SMEs should consider how change can affect operations, not just from a governance aspect (such as the regulatory concerns for some markets) but also in 
terms of how changes affect the daily operations, says Rob Gardos, the CEO of GridApp (www.gridapp.com). This puts IT in a planning and management 
mode instead of a reactionary mode, always surprised by data center changes. In a smaller company, not tracking changes can create just as much confusion 
as a larger company.

“First and foremost, managers need to understand why they care about tracking change in the data center,” says Gardos. “For SMEs, this is often about 
minimizing downtime by effectively managing change events, reducing the amount of time it takes to enact change—net result is saving money, getting a 
better understanding of your assets to enable better utilization of resources, and compliance with outside regulatory requirements.”

Gardos says IT managers need to ask several key questions about data center changes, including which tools should be used to manage the change and why, 
outsourcing arrangements, what typically needs to change in the data center and why, and what tools are available to help.

“Unless they have a detailed inventory of their environment, an SME will need some type of discovery software that provides a high-level view of all the 
hardware/software assets within an environment,” says Gardos. “If they are hoping to improve the tracking of changes, then they’ll need one of the many 
change management systems for ticketing and data center change control. If they’re hoping to drive efficiency at the server deployment level, then one of 
the automation solutions, especially one that is capable of managing virtual machines, will be required.”

Charles King, president and principal analyst at Pund-IT, agrees that data center managers need to do a comprehensive audit of the services and hardware 
inside a data center before they can attempt to track the changes for that equipment. He says this audit should include establishing the age of equipment, all 
storage and networking hardware, and all software tools.

Planning For Change

King says that once you know which systems will change, the next step is to think about working with an outside vendor to help you manage the change 
and help you stay focused on providing actual services. This can be just for an initial assessment—how the data center should manage the change—or it can 
mean working with a company to effectively manage the changes, especially related to server usage. 

“Some SMEs certainly have the requisite experience to conduct an assessment, but most are constrained by lack of expertise and/or budget to perform an 
effective assessment,” says King. “In those cases, they are best served by engaging a trusted vendor or data center management specialist both to carry out 
the assessment and to provide guidance for long-term strategies.”

Joyce Tang, a principal consultant with AgilisIT, says another early step in managing change in a data center is to make sure end users are involved. The reason 
for this, she says, is that the users are the ones often impacted by the changes and might not be able to carry out their duties if a change affects them and 
requires their involvement.

“Getting buy-in from the actual users is absolutely critical, and this is often undervalued,” says Tang. “We tend to focus on building the system and forget the 
human factor. While there are aspects that can be automated by the system, no amount of automation can replace human participation.”

Pitfalls To Avoid

Change tracking provides many key benefits, such as IT knowing which changes have occurred at all times and being able to respond to failures and issues 
more fluently. But change tracking does create some new issues for smaller companies, including the time investment to make sure changes are tracked 
correctly and consistently. King says some smaller companies set high expectations initially on change control and then fail to stay with the plan.

“Lack of understanding and unrealistic expectations about asset performance can damage both long- and short-term efforts,” says King. “This is particularly 
the case in companies that are trying to develop strategies around virtualization, where passive or willful ignorance can sabotage the best intentions. Another 
issue is the fact that the change tracking process never really ends, especially in companies that are actively using virtualization solutions and tools.”

Tang reiterates the need for end-user buy-in when tracking data center changes. She says without this support for tracking, say, application servers and the 
features offered for departmental use, end users can quickly lose faith in IT’s ability to manage changes, and the change tracking will become an initiative that 
loses steam. Another example could be the storage requirements and how those are tracked for departments, especially given the fact that storage needs 
tend to change the most as new projects emerge quickly and as the company grows.


